Staying Well During
COVID-19
The COVID-19 crisis is ever changing, please see the CDC's website
for the most up-to-date information: https://www.cdc.gov/

Managing a pandemic when
you have a mental health
condition can present challenges
and difficulties. We’ve gathered
some practical tips for those living
with depression, anxiety and other
mental health conditions to help
cope as we continue to navigate
this COVID-19 pandemic:
Maintain a consistent daily
schedule. Keep your
sleeping and eating times
as regular as possible.

Practice relaxation
techniques to help you
to stay in the present
moment. Notice and pay
close attention to
sensations in the
present (i.e. mindfully
examining how your
food tastes). Breathing
exercises help to reset
and restore relaxation in
the body and mind.

Connecting with
your support
system can
reduce stress.

Recognize that worry is
normal during a pandemic and
find ways to help manage
those feelings.
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Set aside a certain time
(with time limit) when
you’ll look to news or
social media. Focus your
consumption on
trustworthy sources for
information.
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Continue your pre-pandemic
treatment plan or begin
treatment now. Connect with
your treatment team for
support regularly. Continue
to take your medications as
prescribed and talk to your
provider about any concerns
or issues you have.

Distract yourself with these
ideas: Reading, music,
movies, drawing/ painting,
cooking, baking, knitting,
dancing, puzzles, gardening,
crafting, board games,
meditating, looking though
old photos, etc.

Keep an eye on your alcohol or
substance use. COVID-19 related
social isolation or stress can
increase susceptibility to misuse
or relapse. Reach out for help
when you need it.
Be aware of suicide risk. Know the
warning signs of suicide which
include:
Talking or writing about: killing
self/suicide, hopelessness, no
reason to live, feeling like a
burden, feeling trapped,
unbearable pain.
Increased use of alcohol or drugs.
Withdrawal from usual activities
and isolating from family or
friends.
Highly worrisome changes in
behavior: depression, anxiety,
irritability, humiliation, shame,
agitation/anger, relief/sudden
improvement.

Move your body.
A walk outside breathing in
fresh air can do the body and
mind good. Find a way you
enjoy to move your body for
some exercise. Nothing is too
small!

Seek help. Talk to your provider
about any of these thoughts,
feelings or warning signs you are
experiencing. (8)
National Suicide Prevention Hotline

VA Support

1-800-273-8255

For a veteran you may know in your life remember to reach out

Crisis Text Line
Text HOME to 741741 to connect
with a Crisis Counselor

Stay in tune with
current
recommendations and
guidelines for
interacting with
others.

Feel comfortable reaching out and having
an honest conversation to help strengthen
your connection.
Validate their experience.
Remind them you are available for them.
It's okay to ask directly to someone
whether they are thinking about suicide or
not. (9)
Additional Resources
Veteran’s Crisis Line:
800-273-8255 and Press “1”
Community Mental Health:
517-546-4126
Livingston Catholic Charities:
517-545-5944

COVID Coach
Supporting overall mental health during the pandemic.
MindShift
For relaxation skills and positive thinking to help decrease stress.

support at your
fingertips...

Happify
Evidence-based solutions and skills for overall mental health.
Mindfulness Coach
Skills to learn how to be in the moment to decrease stress.

A Reminder to Have Fun
We've all seen countless articles before about
making sure to prioritize self-care and this is no
different. The goal is to remember there are still safer
and appropriate ways to have fun and enjoy being in
the moment even during the pandemic. (7)
Low Risk Outdoor activities:
Go for a picnic with some of your favorite foods
Visit a farmer's market
Go camping
Drive-in movie theaters
Adopt a pet
Plant a garden or care for a new plant

Michigan Stay Well Counseling
COVID-19 Hotline
Dial 1-888-535-6136 and Press '8' to
speak with a counselor confidential, free and available 24/7 (2)

School Resources
Michigan Care
If your student needs extra
support during the pandemic
crisis, Michigan Cares offers
digital lessons for students to
learn skills for social,
emotional, and mental wellbeing
These lessons are for K-12,
parents and educators (4)
Register for Free at:
michiganvirtual.org/michigan-cares
Child Mind Institute
The No. 1 online resource for
children's mental health
information (5)
Accessible at:
https://childmind.org/

Recognizing Signs of Mental Health
Crisis in Seniors
During this stressful time of “new
normal” and self quarantines,
everyone is experiencing some level of
anxiety and stress. But when do you
know if those feelings are red flags to
more serious thoughts and ideas for
seniors?

Things to look for:
Do you feel like the walls are closing
in on you and there is nobody to talk
to? You may not be able to have
coffee with your friends or go to your
local senior center or even go out to
the grocery store. If you begin
feeling like your loneliness has
prompted you to think that nobody
would care if you were alive or dead,
this could be a more serious sign.

Is showering and basic personal
hygiene more work than you can
handle right now?
Do you find yourself giving
personal, meaningful possessions
away?

Have you found that you are giving
money and important financial
information to people over the
phone or via social media?

If you answered “YES” to one or more of
Do you find yourself sleeping more or the above statements, you could be on
the path to a serious mental, emotional,
sleeping less? A change in sleep
patterns is also a sign that there may or physical emergency.
be something more serious going on
What Can I Do?
mentally, emotionally, and physically.
First and foremost, if you are
Have you noticed that you are
experiencing suicidal ideations and
experiencing more pain during the
are contemplating suicide you can
pandemic than you did before? Does
call your local 911 or you can reach
the pain make you feel like you are
out to the National Suicide
struggling day-to-day and you feel
Prevention hotline at 1-800-273like you are a burden to your family
TALK (8255).
and friends?
Stay or become active (if able).
Walking around the block, dancing
Have you noticed that you are
in your living room, even walking
consuming more alcohol? Smoking
around your yard are all great ways
more cigarettes? Or using more
to help your mind, and body stay
substances?
active.
Keep a journal or diary of your
thoughts, feelings, ideas, anger,
and frustration that day. Even
writing letters to loved ones that
have either passed or are still with

Start or restart a hobby.
Do crossword puzzles, word
searches, or puzzles to help keep
your mind active and focused on
something enjoyable.
Become a volunteer.
Call Institute on Aging’s Senior
Friendship line at 1-800-9710016, a support line that is
specifically designed for seniors.
Some Don'ts:
Do not stay connected to news,
social media, etc., only watch the
news in short intervals while
giving plenty of time between
viewing.
Do not ignore your mind and
body's warning signs.
Do not feel you are alone, support
is available. Do not be ashamed
or embarrassed of your feelings
and thoughts.
How Can I Help?
You may be noticing that your
loved one or friend is
experiencing one or more of
the warning signs and asking
what you can do to help. Listen
to what your loved one is telling
you or not telling you. Be
supportive and nonjudgmental.
Be direct and ask if your loved
one is or has been having
thoughts of killing themselves.
If your loved one is in the
middle of a crisis, call 911 and
stay with them until help has
arrived. Reassure them that
help is available and volunteer
to help them obtain the
resources they need. (3)

Resiliency

Resiliency and What We Can Gain

WHAT IS RESILIENCY ?
As defined by the American Psychological
Association: the process of adapting well in the
face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats or
significant sources of stress.
HOW CAN GROWING RESILIENCY BENEFIT
YOU?
Resiliency can be grown and with that growth
involves personal adjustment and the ability to
understand the areas of your life you can control
and adapt. This resiliency allows you to get
through difficult times and to improve yourself
along the way.
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HOW TO BUILD RESILIENCY?
Resiliency can be treated as a muscle
which you workout to grow, there are four
main components: connection, wellness,
healthy thinking and meaning.
Build connections by prioritizing
relationships and finding people who
can validate and support you.
Build wellness by focusing on self-care
of your body, such as nutrition, working
out and hydration. Build wellness by
also focusing on your mind through
activities such as yoga, journaling or
meditation while thinking of positives.
Build meaning by finding purpose. Look
at volunteering opportunities in your
area. And be proactive about things in
your life you can effect, such as
revising your resume or building your
own skills.
Build healthy thinking by remembering
you're not helpless and you can effect
areas of your life. Work on being
flexible and accepting change as a
positive. (6)

Creating pathways to
wellness, recovery,
resilience and selfdetermination

Emergency Services
(517) 546-4126
or (800) 615-1245—
Toll Free
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